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INDIRECT SELF TUNING ADAPTIVE CONTROL OF DOUBLE STARS
INDUCTION MACHINE BY SLIDING MODE
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In this paper we will establish a sliding mode adaptive control based on the direct rotor field control applied to the double stars
induction machine. Due to the performance limitations of conventional controllers due to their sensitivities, non-linearity and
parametric variations, the indirect "self tuning" adaptive control is applied. Indeed, the recursive least squares algorithm is used
to obtain the identification model in order to adapt the RST regulator (three-branched structure regulator) parameters in real
time, and then generate the control law. However, the location of the sliding mode regulators to the control chain by indirect
rotor flow orientation offers good static and dynamic performance, and almost total rejection of the disturbance. Finally, all the
results obtained showed the robustness of the control in front of the variation of the parameters of the system and load.

1. INTRODUCTION
Modern variable speed drive technology is based on the
increasing use of the dual stator asynchronous machine due
to its robustness, electromechanical reliability and low cost
[1]. In addition, the supply of asynchronous machines with
double stator voltage inverters causes currents harmonics
which adds additional losses. Their control becomes an
economic issue [2]. Indeed, it is important to control this
type of machine taking into account the variation of the
parameters (because of the environment) which can hinder
their operation.
Modern control techniques lead to control of
asynchronous machines comparable to that of the dc
machine. These techniques include direct torque control,
state feedback control, vector control, and adaptive control.
These techniques use both conventional and modern
regulators that make the previously mentioned controls
robust. By way of example, the fuzzy regulator has been
proposed in [3], for sliding surface adjustment of a
regulator by sliding mode which guarantees to give a
certain robustness. The results obtained in simulation show
that the performances are much better than the one obtained
with a sliding mode, the fuzzy logic knew a real success in
the control of the asynchronous machines double star. In
addition, the sliding mode control presented in [3, 4] has
been used for the variable speed drive of the double star
asynchronous machine. The control thus constructed makes
it possible to ensure, in addition to good tracking
performance, a fast dynamic and a short response time.
However, this control law represents some disadvantages
that can be summarized in three points.
The first is the need to have accurate information on the
evolution of the system in the state space and the upper
bounds of the uncertainties of the sliding surfaces and the
disturbances of the load. The second disadvantage lies in
the phenomenon of continuation in case of application of a
load torque; this situation makes it possible to have a static
error in the response of the speed [5, 6]. The third
disadvantage lies in the use of the switching function in the
control law to ensure the passage of the approach phase to
that of the slip. This gives rise to the phenomenon of
1,2
2

chattering, which consists of sudden and rapid changes in
the control signal [6, 7].
To remedy these problems, several approaches have been
presented in the literature, twisting, super twisting [8–10].
Indeed, for the first disadvantage several works have been
focused on the combination of sliding modes with adaptive
control as an effective solution [11–13].
At present adaptive control is of great importance in the
control domain, this control is dominant in systems with
uncertainties, structural disturbances and environmental
variations. The main object of adaptive control is the
synthesis of adaptation law, in order to automatically adjust
loop controllers in real time. This is to achieve or maintain
a certain level of performance when the process parameters
to be controlled are difficult to determine or vary over time.
In fact, the interest of the adaptive control appears
essentially at the level of parametric perturbations that is to
say on the characteristics of the process to be controlled.
These disturbances affect the variables to be regulated or
controlled. In addition, the RST polynomial controller can
improve the performance of the dual-star induction machine
in terms of overshoot, speed, interference cancellation and
ability to maintain high performance [4–14].
In this paper, Section 2 is devoted to adaptive
self-tuning control as part of adaptive control methods.
Section 3 will be devoted to the calculation of RST
parameters by pole placement, then the use of RST for the
sliding mode of the DSIM. Finally, in Section 4, we will
present the results of the simulation of the robustness test of
this command in front of the change of parameters.
2. INDIRECT SELF TUNING ADAPTIVE CONTROL
The synthesis of an self tuning speed controller usually
imposes two phases namely; first, define a discrete linear
model that translates the input-output relationship of the
system (vector control + inverter + DSIM machine),
therefore, establish via the identification techniques a
model that relates the variations of the reference torque to
the variations of speed. of DSIM. Secondly, exploit this
model established in a control loop based on an adaptive
RST regulator which aims to enslave the DSIM output
speed on the reference speed, whatever the disturbances and
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Fig. 1 – Self tuning adaptive control principle diagram.

2.1. PRINCIPLE OF PARAMETERS ADAPTATION
The calculation and adjustment of the different types
of regulators require knowledge of a sampled parametric
model of the system to be regulated. It is therefore
necessary to have a tool that makes it possible to obtain,
directly from the input and output measurements, the
sampled model of the discretized process. Among the
identification methods we chose the least squares method
[2, 11–15]. It is assumed that the modeled system is linear
and has only one input and one output as shown in Fig. 2,
the output speed is translated by the following equation
[16, 17].

 

 

A z 1 k   z  d B z 1 u k  ,

(1)

with u k   C ref k   C r (k ) ,
where t  k * Tc , k  N 0 , Tc being the sampling period
and z 1 the unit backward shift operator. In model (1) the
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identity matrix and  k  is

the forgetting factor given by:
 k   1 

1   T k mk  2
e k  .
0

(5)

In (5),  0 is the value imposed to the sum of squares of
the a posteriori output prediction errors (residuals), ̂k 
the estimated speed at time t by identification loop.
2.2. CALCULATION OF RST PARAMETERS BY
PLACEMENT OF POLES
The structure called RST structure consists of the

 

establishment of three polynomials in z 1 ,

R z 1 ,

  , T z  as indicated in Fig. 2 [4].
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The closed loop transfer function is given by:
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The equation representing the model (1) take other form:
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According to the principle of the internal model, the
regulator includes an integrator to simplifier, so we put:

 
and the polynomial R z  writen generally by
R z   r  r z  .....r z
S z 1  1  z 1

(7)
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So the error according to equation (1) is given by:
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The velocity discrete transfer function is:

 

Furthermore ω(k) is the controlled speed, Cref is the
electromagnetic torque reference; C r is load torque, d is a
positive integer representing a delay, the delay d is
assumed to be known because it is introduced by the speed
control devices.
On the other hand, whatever the estimated parameters
are, there is always an error ek  between the measured
actual output speed k  and the output ̂k  estimated
speed by the identification algorithm:

0

H v z 1 
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( n A  1 ; n B  0 ; d  1 ; A z 1  1  a1 z 1 ; B z 1  b0 ),
and determined the solution of the following diophantine
equation:

 
  
= 1  z1 z 1 1  z1 z 1  ,

 

T z 1  1  aˆ1 z 1 1  z 1  z  d bˆ0 R z 1

(9)

â1 , b̂0 are the estimated value of a1, b0 by identification
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loop and deg T z 1  nP  n A  d ; deg R z 1  n A .
The equation (9) can be put in a matrix form (Silvestre):
Mx  T , where M is the square matrix, and the vector

 
that the poles be those defined by T z  and that the zeros

contains the polynomial coefficients R z 1 . It is desired
1

of the system be simplified.
The design of the speed regulator is developed by
resorting to the pole assignment technique [9–12]. With the
application of such a technique the poles of the closed-loop
transfer function are located in any desired locations,

 

defined by the roots of polynomial T z 1 , so that the
desired characteristics, expressed in terms of closed-loop
requirements, are satisfied.
The major points in favor of the pole-assignment
technique are that it provides a robust regulator against
modeling errors and can cope with no minimum phase
systems, the first step in pole-assignment design is to
decide the location of closed loop poles.
The second step aims to determine the coefficients of the

 

 

polynomials R z 1 , and H z 1 which define the
regulator law.
In equation (9), z1,2   represent the largest roots of

 

T z 1 given generally by:
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with Ta  4 / n , being n the natural frequency,  is
the pole shifting factor.
Finally, to ensure unitary steady-state gain for the closed-

  is:

loop transfer function, the simplest choice for T z
[12, 13]
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[3, 15]. It serves to maintain the variable to be controlled,
on the sliding surface S x   0 , the equivalent command is
deduced, considering that the derivative of the surface
S x   0 is zero.
U n  0 is discontinuous (discrete) control, which allows
the system to reach and stay on the sliding surface [10, 15].
The conditions of existence and convergence are the
criteria that allow the different dynamics of the system to
converge towards the sliding surface and remain
independent of the perturbation. Indeed, we present the
Lyapunov approach which is to choose a Lyapunov
candidate function V x   0 , (positive scalar function) for
the system state variables and to choose a control law that
will make to decrease this function V x   0 .
From the direct vector control equations, we derive the
following system of equations of states [4, 5, 7]:
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with X * is the reference value to X and Tr 

Lr
Rr

is the

slip angular frequency is:

1

The slip mode is a particular function of systems with
variable structure. The theory of variable structure systems
and slip modes is a nonlinear control technique,
characterized by discontinuous controls. The recent interest
in this control technique is mainly due to the availability of
faster and more powerful microprocessor switches allowing
real-time control of dynamic systems [3, 10]. It is a
question of first defining a so-called sliding surface which
represents the desired dynamics, then synthetizing a control
law which ensures the variable to be regulated which slides
on this surface and tends towards the origin of the phase
plane.
The structure of a sliding mode controller consists of two
parts, one concerning the exact linearization U eq and the

(11)

U eq is obtained with the equivalent command method

*s  *sr  r .

3. CONTROL BY SLIDING MODE OF THE DSIM

other stabilizing one with:
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The regulating surface of the flow is of the following
form:

S    *r   r
,

 I ds  I dsn  I dseq
*
S   
r

(15)

RL
RL
Rr
 r  r m I dseq  r m I dsn .(16)
Lm  Lr
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During the sliding mode and the steady state, we have
S    0 and consequently S    0 and I qsn  0 we

 
 

draw the formula of the equivalent command I dseq from
(16).
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To adjust the currents the surfaces of the currents are laid
as follows:
*
 S I ds1   I ds
1  I ds1
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r
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4. SIMULATION AND INTERPRETATION OF
RESULTS
Figure 2 shows the global schema to control adaptive of
DSIM speed by sliding mode, followed by the application
of the load Cr = 14 Nm and –14 Nm respectively between
the time intervals t = [1, 2] and [2.25, 4] s, imposing the
reference speed N = 2500 rpm. The sliding regulator
parameters chosen by:
Table 1
Sliding regulator parameters

During slip mode and steady state, we have:

 

 dˆ dr
R L
ˆ  Rr 
ˆ
 r m I ds1  I ds 2   *s 

qr
dr
Lm  Lr
Lm  Lr
 dt
 ˆ
Rr Lm
Rr
 d qr
* ˆ
ˆ
 dt  L  L I qs1  I qs 2   sr  dr  L  L  qr .
m
r
m
r


The rotor flux module is calculated as follows:

After replacing the voltages by the reference voltages, we
find

 

During the convergence mode, Lyapunov stability
conditions are checked.
The rotor flux are estimated by the following two
equations:[3, 17 – 20].

(24)
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and the reference voltages are:
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and

vds1n  0

and

vqs1n  0

and

vds 2n  0

and

vqs 2 n  0.

(21)
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So, we draw from the equations (19), (20) and (21),
expressions of equivalent commands:





*
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We take:












Fig. 2 – Adaptive speed control scheme of the DSIM by sliding mode.
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The initial value of identification by least squares:
0  [0 0.01]
and
initial
covariance
matrix
P 0  2000 I 2 ,

 0  10 2 and the two largest roots of

 

polynomial T z 1 are characterized by   0.7 , n  114 ,
leading to Ta  50 ms and flux is imposed  *r  1 Wb ,
while the fastest two are real, the value of these roots is
obtained letting   1 . This shows in Fig. 3: at startup and
during the transient regime, the speed increases linearly
with time, and it reaches its reference value at t = 0.45 s
without exceeding. The electromagnetic torque reaches the
maximum value of 54 Nm at t = 0.014 s, then it reaches the
steady state at t = 0.45 s without exceeding. At the
beginning, the stator currents ias1  ias 2  22.4 A that is,
they have a inrush current of about 4 times the rated
current, hence from t = 0.31 s they decrease in an almost
linear fashion up to t = 0.42 s.
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The current in quadrature, initially reached 25 A, near it
evolves identically to the electromagnetic torque, the rotor
flows according to (d, q) at the start of peaks during
a fraction of a second oscillating around their instructions,
then they stabilize at t = 0.31 s and continue their journey
according to their references. The parameters of model
a1 , b1 and regulating r0 , r1 are insensitive at the time of
load variation (Fig. 4).
5. TESTS OF ROBUSTNESS
We reverse the speed from 2500 to –2500 rpm from time
t = 1.5 s. The results clearly show in Fig. 5 during the
transient regime and before the reversal of the speed
(from t = 0 s to 1.5 s), the gaits evolve in a manner identical
to that observed previously, but from t = 1.5 s, the speed
inverse and reached its negative set point after t = 0.75 s
without any overruns. This generates, an increase in the
current ias1 (A) of a magnitude equal to that recorded
during the start, which stabilizes after 0.75 s, to restore the
shape of the steady state, the electromagnetic torque
reaches (–50 N.m) at the moment of the reversal of the
speed, which stabilizes as soon as the latter reaches its
negative set point value (–2500 rpm), the rotor flux curves
observe a slight variation during the reversal of the speed.

Fig. 3 – Simulation of the speed control of the DSIM with the application
of the variation resistant torque at t = [1, 1.75] and [2.25, 3] s.

Fig. 4 – The values of estimated parameters of
regulator parameters r0 , r1 .

a1 , b0

and

Fig. 5 – Robustness of the speed control of DSIM in the presence of set
point variation [250; –250; 100] rad/s.
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6

error algorithm makes the control of the DSIM robust with
respect to variations in the parameters of the machine.
The simulation results clearly show that the self-tuning
speed of the DSIM is robust and satisfactory in terms of
speed and tracking of the reference speed (response time
and time for speed reversal), the absence of peaks at the
electromagnetic torque level is noted, and the disturbance
(load) rejection time is low when an external (load)
perturbation is applied. The tests of robustness with respect
to the variations parameters (rotor resistance, inductance,
speed inverse, startup low speed) show that the robust
adaptive regulation gives good responses of speed, of
electromagnetic torque. It can be concluded that the applied
control is robust and efficient during normal operation or
under severe operating conditions.
Finally, the experimental implementation of the
proposed control scheme will be addressed in the future
work.
C r  14 N.m
at t = 1 s and deviation of value rotor resistance at t = 2 s.

Fig. 6 – Simulated results test of robustness for load torque

Table 2
The used DSIM parameters [1–3]
Parameter name
Symbol
Value
DSIM Mechanical
4.5
Pn
power
Nominal tension
Nominal Currants
Nominal speed
Stator resistances

Unit

kW

Vn

220

In
N
Rs1  Rs 2  Rs

5.6

V
A

2970

rpm

3.72



Rr
Ls1  Ls 2  Ls

3.72



0.022

H

Lr
Lm

0.006

H

Mutual inductance

0.3672

H

Moment of inertia

j

0.0662

kg.m 2

Viscous friction
coefficient
Supply frequency
Pole pairs number

B

0.001

N.m/rad

f
P

50
1

Hz
/

Rotor resistance
Stator self inductances
Rotor self inductance
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